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Last week:

✓ Have an overview of both internal and external data sources (free and paid) you can 
use to make better strategic decisions from simple to complex

✓ Understand how to differentiate between good and bad data visualisations

✓ Understanding limitations of data

This week:

✓ Understand the role of data in strategic internationalization

✓ Know how to choose the right data sources for different types of decisions

✓ Be able to turn data into insights using basic analytics tools

Learning goals 



Last week:

✓ Have an overview of both internal and external data sources (free and paid) you can 
use to make better strategic decisions from simple to complex

✓ Understand how to differentiate between good and bad data visualisations

✓ Understanding limitations of data

✓ Understand the role of data in strategic internationalization

This week:

✓ Know how to choose the right data sources for different types of decisions

✓ Practical tools / topics: GDPR, Google Analytics, student funnel conversion, tracking, 
etc. etc. 

✓ Be able to turn data into insights using basic analytics tools

Learning goals 



But first .. 



▪ Per image, note down all the insights you can act upon 

and questions you have when further information is 

needed to make decisions.

Your homework

• Practice time



Practice 1



Practice 1



Practice 1



Practice 1



Practice 1



Practice 1



Practice 2

Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases 
per country per week



Practice 2

Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases 
per 1 million per country per week



Practice 2

Number of deaths from COVID-19 per 1 
million per country per week



Practice 2

Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases 
per 1 million per country per week



Practice 2

Number of deaths from COVID-19 per 1 
million per country per week



Practice 2

4,75 x more 
populated



Practice 2

How do they test? How many tests? Are 
the numbers real?



Practice 2

How do they test? How many tests? Are 
the numbers real?



Practice 2

Night before the lockdown in Turkey



Practice 2



Exercise 3



Exercise 3



Belgium & USA







University Governance & 

Internationalisation of Higher Education



Stages of internationalisation

i.e. marketing 
& 

recruitment

• Where is your 

institution on this 

spectrum?

• Is there a difference 

between (types of) 

institutions?

Source: Parson & Söderquist



Approach to internationalisation

Faculty

Ad hoc Systematic

Central

B

C D

A
• The more systematic, 

the more need for 

insights, i.e. data

• The more central, the 

more accountability 

and thus, the more 

systematic data 

collection may become



Autonomy in European HE



Autonomy in European HE (cont.)



Who sets tuition fees?



Who sets numbers?



Who decides on new programmes?



University governance

Low High

Autonomy

• The more autonomy, 

the more need for 

insights, i.e. data, for 

decision making





Practice round

▪ Goal: explore different data sources for different types 

of decisions

▪ Work in groups >> 3 groups in total

▪ Time: 25 minutes

▪ Check your chat for the instructions

Last exercise



3 groups – your choice

STUDENT 
RECRUITMENT 
VOLUME (beginner)

Carmen

STUDENT 
RECRUITMENT 
DIVERSITY 
(advanced)

Meltem

PARTNERSHIP 
SELECTION –
REPUTATION

Thijs





Your questions: • Which countries/partners would you choose?

• Which data sources did you use to reach your 
conclusion?

• Anything you wanted to know that wasn’t in the 
dataset?

Exercise





What about quality students?







Time to split in groups

Best practices in setting up your Google Analytics

(beginner)

GDPR and student data (advanced)



Google Analytics 101
November 2020



Objectives

➢ Understand what Google Analytics is;

➢ Understand the basics (navigation, terminology, etc.);

➢ Understand the limitations;

➢ How to get started.

25 minutes



What is Google Analytics?

“Google Analytics is a simple, easy-to-use tool that helps website 
owners measure how users interact with website content. You 
can then use those insights to take action, such as improving 
your website, creating tailored audience lists, and more.”



How does Google 
Analytics work?

➢ Google Analytics collects data using a combination of cookies, browsers and the JavaScript code;

➢ GA collects data on:

▪ Where the user is coming from (e.g. referrer website, keywords used, location, new or returning user, etc.)

▪ What the user is doing on the website (e.g. which pages are visited, the length of a session, on which page the user 

exited the website, etc.)

➢ This data is then transformed into various reports with graphs and statistical data.



Google Analytics InterfaceAccount, Property, View Selection

Results (Output) Area

Timeframe SelectionSegment Area

Navigation Area



University of Bristol Example

1) How to apply

Leads to an application instructions page

2.

1.

3.

2) Virtual open week

Leads to an internal page with the link to 

the virtual open week, events, student life 

info, etc.

3) Get in touch

Leads to a concise, clear contact form

Programme page analysis:

What constitutes a good 
website?



The mother of all reports: 
Source/Medium

1.

2.

3.

4.

Metrics

D
im

e
n

si
o

n
s

a. b. c. d. e. f.



Understanding the Numbers

a) Users – Individual people browsing your website (a unique browser cookie). Each user can visit your website 
multiple times, for example, one user could create three sessions on your website, with each session 
containing multiple pageviews.

b) New Users – People that visit your website for the first time in the selected date range. 

c) Session – A single visit to your website, consisting of one or more pageviews, along with events and other 
interactions. The default session timeout is 30 minutes, which means that if someone is inactive on your 
website for over 30 minutes, then a new session will be reported if they perform another interaction, for 
example, viewing another page.

d) Bounce Rate – Bounce rate is the percentage of sessions with a single pageview and no interactions.

e) Pages per Session – A top-level metric for user engagement showing the average number of pageviews in 
each session.

f) Avg. Session Duration – Provides a top-level view of how much time users are spending on your website. 
For example, if you had two users, one that spent three minutes and another that spent one minute on 
your website, then you would have an average session duration of two minutes.



Session breakdown



Analysing your data: filters, 
dimensions and goals

Dimensions

Timeframe

Filtering

Goals



Analysing your data: filters, 
dimensions and timeframe



Analysing your data: 
Segmentation



Google Analytics Limitations

➢Data Sampling
Google Analytics uses data sampling when the sessions exceed 500k (except for default reports). Data is sampled for two reasons: Time and speed. Data 
sampling in Google Analytics happens for the following reports: Modified default reports, Custom reports, Modified Multi-Channel Funnels reports, Modified 
Multi-Channel Funnels Attribution reports, Flow-visualization reports. (see Useful Tips in the Appendix to see how to know if your report is sampled)

➢Cookies
GA uses cookies to track users, which means that your GA data will always be somewhat skewed because of different devices, browsers used, and privacy 
settings and options in place. 

➢Bots and Spam
There are many bots that are constantly crawling websites for various reasons and if no action is taken these bots can skew data significantly. Luckily 
Google Analytics has a setting to filter out all known bots and crawlers.

➢Event tracking
Tracking events that don’t require a page being loaded or refreshed requires additional configurations, often using Google Tag Manager and using Google 
Tag Manager requires some basic IT knowledge. A few examples that typically require Event tracking include playing a video, downloading a document, etc.

➢Direct Traffic
Direct traffic is an “unknown” figure. We don’t know why someone directly entered our website into their browser or clicked on a link that wasn’t tagged. 
Setting up UTM parameters solves part of the problem.

➢Accuracy
GA is never 100% accurate. It’s an analytics tool, not a silver bullet cure-all.



Google Analytics tells you what; you need to figure out why



How to get started?

Setting up Google Analytics on your website

• Tutorial for Beginners 2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3X-hYRxBL8

Google Analytics training

• Analytics Academy by Google (free) https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/

• There are multiple good quality training videos available on YouTube

Google Analytics practice

• Play around with Google’s Demo account, which is available as soon as you create your 

account

• Create a sandbox (test) view of your account, where you can try out your new skills without 

breaking anything 

Google Analytics goals

• How to set up goals in Analytics? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ke3-0Jsl-I

Google Analytics segments

• Introduction to segmentation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0XWcn7hRGw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3X-hYRxBL8
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ke3-0Jsl-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0XWcn7hRGw


Thank you!

Mykolas Knasys

mykolas@studyportals.com



Appendix



Useful tips

2.

3.

1.

5.

6.

4.



Useful tips

1. Sampling
Google Analytics uses data sampling. The green badge suggests that the results are not sampled while the 
yellow badge indicates sampling. By clicking on the bade you can see on what session percentage the 
results are based on. You can also choose if you want faster results or greater precision (recommended).

2. Primary dimension
The primary dimension can be changed to a number of other dimensions, such as country, campaign, etc.

3. Secondary dimension
Secondary dimension allows you to break down the primary dimension even further, e.g. landing pages by 
source.

4. Timeframe comparison
By ticking the “Compare to” box you can compare data from two different periods of time.

5. Search bar
The search bar allows you to quickly find a desired item(s) from the list that contain specific letter 
combination. Advanced search bar allows for more complex filtering by, for example, combining multiple 
criteria, regular expressions, etc.

6. Show rows
By default, GA only shows up to 10 results at a time. By clicking the “Show rows” drop-down menu, you can 
show up to 5,000 rows at once instead.



Creating a Segment

1. Click on “+ Add Segment”



Creating a Segment

2. Click on “+ New Segment”



Creating a Segment

3. Give the segment a name

4. Set conditions, 
e.g. all sessions of pages that contain 
“the-global-study-awards/” in the URL

5. Add other conditions (if applicable)

6. Validate that there are sessions that
meet your defined conditions 

7. Save your new segment

(!) Pay attention



Using and Comparing 
the Segments

Output

1. Click on “+ Add Segment”

(!) Pay attention



Using and Comparing 
the Segments

2. Tick the Segment you would like to compare, e.g. All Users

Now you are comparing the traffic of All Users with the traffic of users who visited the Global Study Awards page

3. Click “Apply”



GDPR



Agenda

GDPR Basics

- Background and 
introduction

- Core principles

- Definitions and roles

- Rights and obligations

Getting compliant

- Advised first steps

- Record of processing 
activities and risk 
assessment

- Consequences of non-
compliance

In closing

- Advised first steps

- Key takeaways





GDPR

General 

Data 

Protection

Regulation

• In effect since 25th of May 2018

• Privacy protection regulations adopted in April 2016, replacing the 

1995 European privacy law

• Up until now has been a grace period

• Organisations should be compliant before that date

• Exact regulations appear strict but open to interpretation

• Lots of emphasis on compliance-minded culture and ‘privacy by 

design’

• Applies to organisations that process EU personal data

• Located in the EU

• Activities in the EU

• Data Subjects located in the EU

→ only organisations that do nothing in the EU and have no Data Subjects 

in the EU are exempt – i.e. nobody



GDPR

• Intention is to strengthen and harmonise EU data 

protection

• Universal (new) rights for natural persons

• Expanded and unified territorial application

• Expanded data governance obligations

• The goal of GDPR is to curb ‘bad actors’

• Bullying SMEs or Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is not the goal

• But, strictly speaking, serious violations could ruin any organisation

• Making a serious effort for compliance is taken into consideration!

General 

Data 

Protection

Regulation



https://www.enforcementtracker.com/



Core Commandments of GDPR 
(Article 5)

Personal data shall be:

Core principles

Kept accurate and 
up-to-date 

(where necessary)

Used lawfully, fairly 
and transparently to 

Data Subject 

Retained no longer 
than necessary

Exclusively for specific, 
explicit and legitimate 

purposes

Protected with 
appropriate security 

measures

Adequate, relevant and 
minimised



In layman’s terms
Nutshell

Basically:

“People own data about themselves.”

Organisations don’t ‘own’ personal data

They just ‘borrow’ it for specific purposes, agreed upon with Subject

Duty/responsibility on them to inform, get consent, protect it and let Subjects 
exert control



Roles
Data Subject(s)

Natural person to whom personal data relates

• Students (prospective, current, alumni)

• Employees (applicants, current, past)

• Other contacts (agents, partners, vendors, etc.)

Data Controller

Determine(s) the purposes and the manners in which 

personal data is processed. The primary party responsible for 

compliance. 

Data Processors

Process(es) data on behalf of the Data Controller. Processing 

is anything done to or with personal data, whether 

automated or not. 

• Collect, use, record

• Retrieve, consult, disclose

• Anonymise, pseudonymise, delete



Personal data 
Any data that can be directly or indirectly related to a natural person (Data Subject)

Identifiable personal data can connect 

personal data to a Data Subject 

Personal data

Name

Citizen ID

Passport 
number

Place & 
date of 

birth

Address

Behavioral 
data

Interests Career 
details

Phone 
number

Email

Account 
number

Online 
pseudonym

IP address

Browsing 
behaviorCookie

Device ID

Gender

Nationality



• Sensitive Personal Data
• Effectively, the type of data that could be used to persecute someone

• Stricter rules apply to data that has been ruled “sensitive”

• Best to just avoid collecting/storing/using this data if it’s not necessary

• Anonymous Personal Data
• Data from which a Data Subject cannot be (reasonably) identified (i.e. no identifiers)

• GDPR does not apply

• Be careful – enough personal data, even without identifiers, can identify a Data Subject

• Pseudonymous Personal Data
• Data from which a Data Subject is harder to identify without a key

• Can be anything from a student number to secure encryption

• GDPR does apply but requirements are lower

• Pseudonymisation is encouraged by GDPR and is important part of privacy by design

Special personal data

Criminal 
convictions or 

offences

Racial or 
ethnic origin

Religious or 
philosophical 

beliefs

Trade union 
membership

Political 
opinions

Genetic data

Health data

Sexual life or 
orientation



Data Subject rights

Data Subjects 

have the 

following rights

1. Right to access personal data

2. Right to edit personal data

3. Right to move personal data between organisations

4. Right to be forgotten upon request

5. Right to restrict or to object (direct marketing)

6. Right to transparency and refusal of automated 

decision making



Consent is effectively a ‘contract’ with Data Subject on the use 
of their personal data

Consent

• Unambiguous - clear affirmative action (opt-in)

• Freely given - must have genuine free choice

• Specific - for specific processing activities 

• Informed - understood what processing they are agreeing to

• Withdrawable - at any point as easily withdrawn as given

• Explicit - for sensitive data, profiling or cross-border transfers



Getting compliant



First steps

However, every HEI’s situation is unique

The initial steps we advise

1. Appoint & train a team

I. Data Protection Officer

II. Data ambassadors

III. Management member

IV. Legal advice

2. Data audit

I. Record of Processing Activities

II. Gap analysis & risk assessment

III. Prioritise action items

3. Fix priorities

I. Privacy statement(s) & consent

II. Vendor contracts

III. Protocols

IV. Data Protection Impact 

Assessment if high risk

V. Consolidate processing activities



Record of 

Processing 

Activities

• Data Controllers must make and maintain a record of all 
processing activities

• What data are you using? Of whom?

• For what purpose? Is that purpose legitimate?

• Who has access, internally and externally? Where is it transferred?

• Who is responsible, internally and externally?

• How is it protected? How long is it retained?

• Etc…

• The first and crucial step to become GDPR compliant
• Mandatory for compliancy

• Serves as a data map and basis for gap analysis

• Steps to be taken often follow logically

• Common conclusions include
• Update existing documentation: contracts, privacy statement, policies etc.. 

• Consolidate data processing activities

• Draft internal policies on protection, retention, minimisation, data breach, 
Data Subject rights

• Culture change – ‘privacy by design’ and more oversight

RPA



Example RPA 

Activity Website analytics Student recruitment through agencies

Department(s) IT Student Recruitment

GDPR ambassador (internal) Amy Bob

Data Subject category Website visitors Prospective students

Any Data Subjects under 16? Likely some No

Personal data category IP address, device info, browsing behaviour
Name, contact info, resume, academic record, agent 
notes

Source of personal data Browser
Voluntarily submitted by Data Subject to agency and to us 
by proxy

Sensitive personal data None Ethnicity, because affirmative action may apply

Purpose of processing 
Marketing information, website optimization, 
ROI

Evaluation of applicants

Legal basis for processing Consent (checkbox on popup overlay) Consent (hardcopy form signed by Data Subject)

Data Processors
Google Analytics, Hotjar, Microsoft cloud 
services

Agencies, Microsoft cloud services, CRM system

Any Processors outside of EU? No, all systems are hosted in EU data centres Agents are all over the world

Data Processor agreement? Yes Partially (not all agents yet)

Data storage Internal database, cloud storage Internal database, hardcopy file system, agent systems

Data retention Indefinite Indefinite

Can anything be minimized? Yes, data can be aggregated after one month. No

Security measures Limited access, encryption of local systems Limited access, encryption of local systems

Process data breach? Yes No

Process Data Subject requests? Yes Partially. 

GDPR compliancy? Highly likely. No.

Further notes
Mostly standard digital marketing stuff. Likely 
low risk area

High risk - limited oversight over agents globally. Further 
steps required.

Last edit 12-Mar-18 24-Mar-18



Risk/Impact 
matrix

High Impact

• Data breach process • Agent processing 

agreements

• Data hosted outside EU

• Data Subject right 

requests

• Lead form consent 

• Privacy policy

Medium 

Impact

• Backup and retention 

policies

• DPO appointment • Review past consent

Low Impact

• Hardcopy document 

disposal

• IP address collection on 

website

• Huge vendor processing 

agreements (e.g. Google)

Low risk Medium risk High risk



In closing…



First steps

However, every HEI’s situation is unique

The initial steps 
we advise

1. Appoint & train a team

I. Data Protection Officer

II. Data ambassadors

III. Management member

IV. Legal advice

2. Data audit

I. Record of Processing Activities

II. Gap analysis & risk assessment

III. Prioritise action items

3. Fix priorities

I. Privacy statement(s) & consent

II. Vendor contracts

III. Protocols

IV. Data Protection Impact 

Assessment if high risk

V. Consolidate processing activities



Final notes

• Data transfer outside of EU may be problematic, but Israel is on the green list

• Demonstrate compliancy efforts 

• Document everything!

• Get quick wins

• Compliancy culture

• Evaluate yourself using online tools

• https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-self-assessment/

• https://www.skillcast.com/blog/gdpr-self-assessment-questionnaire

• Get legal advice or hire expertise

Further tips

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-self-assessment/
https://www.skillcast.com/blog/gdpr-self-assessment-questionnaire




What is CRM and why is it important?



•Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM is the implementation of a strategy through which an organisation aims to optimise 
customer relations in terms of  customer value and customer satisfaction. It is a continuous, 
systematic and all-encompassing activity. ICT plays a supporting role. 
CRM Association

•Marketing
Marketing is an organisational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating 
and delivering value to the customer and for managing customer relationships in ways that 
benefit the organisation and its stakeholders.
American Marketing Association

Definitions



Organisational Strategies

Product

Leadership
Operational

Excellence

Customer

Intimacy

CRM



Marketing vs CRM vs CEM

Marketing CRM CEM

Markets Individual clients Individual

Recruit Retain Retain

1 to N 1 to 1 1 to 1

Short term Long term Long term

Product life cycle Customer life cycle Journey

Transactions Relations interactions

Marketing dept All departments All



Data capture & communication

•CRM systems allow you to capture and store data of 
• Prospects, leads, applicants, admitted and enrolled students
• Alumni
• Parents
• Employers
• Donors
• Etc.

•In order to communicate with them
• Faster
• More personalized
• More reliable

•CRM systems allow you to organize your work more efficiently 



Management information
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PR / Awareness 
/ etc Enquiry

Confirmation / 
Decision to 

apply

Application 
process

Admissions 
decision

Conversion Enrolment Career
2-5 year studies @ Sciences 

PoReplies

CRM: ALL communications with prospects & students from initial contact until graduation and working career

Lead Applicant StudentProspect Alumnus

Student Life Cycle



Marketing, Recruitment & Admissions



•Shared vision & strategy

•Committed & involved leadership

•Stakeholders mobilised: communicate!! (internal)

•Streamline organisation & processes

•Train staff for skills & competencies

• Introduce new KPIs

CRM = Change management



Caution

• There is no such thing as a picture perfect system

• Depending on your instutitions needs and wants, size, budget, etc. one system might be 
better than the other







Time to split in groups

Understanding tracking options 
(beginner)

Measuring conversion in your student 
recruitment funnel (advanced)



Tracking basics
November 2020



Objectives

➢ Overview of tracking methods used by Studyportals;

➢ Understand the advantages and disadvantages of each;

➢ Understand how to choose the method that works best for you.

25 minutes



Tracking options

Tracking pixel Cookie tracking Landing pages & 
microsites



The mother of all tracking



What is a tracking 
pixel?

Tracking Pixel

Tracking pixel is a 1×1-pixel graphic used for tracking user 
behavior, site conversions, web traffic, and other metrics at a 
site’s server level. In other words, it is an extremely small pixel-
sized image, usually hidden, embedded in everything, from 
banner ads to emails. This tracking pixel contains an external link 
to the pixel server.



How does it work?
Step 1

During the visit, the HTML code is processed by the user’s browser, 

which follows the link and opens the hidden graphic. This method 

allows for different anonymous information about the visitor to be 

transmitted:

• Access time
• Country of origin
• Page visited
• Anonymous IP address

This information is then valid for 90 days.

Student visits a programme page on Studyportals

Studyportals pixel

06-06-20 17:35

United States

https://www.mastersportal.co

m/studies/214587/veterinary-

medicine.html

Tracking pixel is activated



Step 2

The conversion code is placed on the “thank you” page of the 

contact form. This code then searches for the Studyportals pixel in 

the student’s browser. If the pixel is found, a successful “Enquiry 

Sent” conversion is registered in the reporting system.

Student clicks through to the institution’s website and submits a contact form

Studyportals pixel

06-06-20 17:35

08-06-20 20:20

United States

https://www.mastersportal.co

m/studies/214587/veterinary-

medicine.html

Thank you for your interest!

✔

Conversion:
Enquiry Sent

How does it work?

Conversion is recorded - enquiry



Step 3

Two weeks later, the same user comes back to the website to 

complete the application form. Another conversion code that is 

placed on the confirmation page of the application form again 

checks for the Studyportals pixel. It is still there, so an “Application 

completed” conversion is registered in the reporting system.

The student returns to the university’s website and completes an application form

Your application 
has been submitted.

Conversion:
Application 
completed

Studyportals pixel

06-06-20 17:35

22-06-20 19:10

United States

https://www.mastersportal.co

m/studies/214587/veterinary-

medicine.html

✔

How does it work?

Conversion is recorded - application



Pros and cons

Cons Pros

1. Collects only anonymous data

2. It is considered a third-party cookie, so the usual limitations 

of third-party cookie-based tracking apply.

3. Google will phase out third-party cookies on Chrome 

browsers by 2022 (Safari has done that already several years 

ago). This might be the end of third-party cookie tracking.

4. Due to various limitations, only a fraction of the total 

number of users (~20%) can be tracked this way.

5. Often is set to expire in 90 days, so e.g. application tracking 

might not be possible.

1. Rather easy to set up with a third-party software.

2. Helps to measure the effectiveness of marketing 

channels.

3. Good tool to spot bottlenecks in the conversion funnel, 

e.g. where do the users drop-out in the application 

process.

4. Perfect for tracking hard to track marketing activities, 

such as banners.

5. Easy reporting.

6. Implementation has a minimum effect on the user 

experience.



What is cookie tracking?

Cookie tracking

With cookie tracking, text files are dropped on the user’s 
browser, that can record data about this user, such as his or her 
actions on a site, referrer information, browsing activity, 
purchases and preferences, IP address and geographical 
location, and the like. This information can then be used in 
creative ways.



How Studyportals uses 
cookie tracking?

Referral Institution’s landing 
page

1st Party Cookie

Source: 

www.mastersportal.com

Student visit university’s programme on 

Mastersportal and decides to click 

through to the institution’s website

Once on the institution’s website, a 

cookie is placed on the student’s 

browser with the source information

Exit

The student looks around but exits the 

website without converting into a lead or 

an applicant. Cookie is saved on his/her 

browser.



Referral Institution’s landing 
page

1st Party Cookie

Source: 

www.mastersportal.com|

www.google.com

A few weeks later the student finds the 

same institution on Google and clicks 

through to the its website

The cookie looks for an existing source 

information and if it exists, it adds the new 

source next to the existing one. In this case 

the student already visited Mastersportal, so 

Google is added to the list.
This time the student is ready to submit an 

enquiry form and fills in the required 

information. At the same time, a script on 

the website pushes the source information 

into a hidden field in the enquiry form and 

this information gets submitted along with 

the information typed in by the student.  

Institution’s enquiry 
form

Name: John Smith

Email: John@email.com

Source (hidden): www.mastersportal.com|
www.google.com

✔

Along with all student info, the client also 

sees the source information.

How Studyportals uses 
cookie tracking?



Pros and cons

1. Cookie-based tracking, so the usual limitations apply.

2. While this method can track more users than e.g. pixel 

tracking method, it still has a lot of limitations and thus a 

fraction of the total users can be tracked.

3. Rather complicated to set up.

4. While currently the expiration date can be set manually, 

Google plans to set the maximum expiration date in 

2022.

5. Difficult to set up when multiple domains are used.

1. The expiration date can be set manually (at least until 

2022).

2. Tracks identified users rather than anonymous data.

3. Provides a unique view of the channels used by the user 

before the conversion point (useful for marketing ROI 

insights).

Cons Pros



Landing pages & microsites

A landing page is a standalone web page, created specifically for 
a marketing or advertising campaign. It is designed to convert 
visitors into leads.

A microsite is a “mini” version of your website, containing more 
than one page, but focusing on only the most essential 
information. It serves the same purpose as the landing page -
converting visitors into leads.

Landing pages & 
microsites



Pros and cons

1. If the microsite/landing page is built by a third party, the 

institution needs to ensure that the microsite follows the 

institution’s brand guidelines and is free of errors.

2. The institution needs to make sure that the information 

on the landing page or a microsite is always up-to-date.

3. The microsite/landing page should comply with the latest 

GDPR guidelines.

4. Some users might figure out that it is not the original 

website and google the real website.

1. Very accurate and effective tracking.

2. Easy ROI analysis for the marketing campaign.

3. Once everything is set up, it is rather easy to maintain.

4. Normally easy to integrate with a CRM.

5. Easy to customize and make ad-hoc changes.

Cons Pros



How to choose the 
right tracking for you?

First, you need to answer a few questions:

• Do you need to track specific users or is anonymous data enough?

• Are you comfortable with tracking just a fraction of users and based on that 

estimating the actual numbers?

• Do you have the know-how to set up a more complicated tracking? If not, are you 

willing to invest in a third-party to set it up for you?

• Are you looking for a short-term or a long-term tracking solution?

• Do your internal policies, guidelines, restrictions allow the type of tracking you 

want?

• Which tracking method works best for our website structure?

• …



Thank you!

Mykolas Knasys

mykolas@studyportals.com



Return on investment (ROI) is the concept of 
an investment of some resource yielding a benefit to 
the investor. A high ROI means the investment gains 
compare favorably to investment cost. As a 
performance measure, ROI is used to evaluate the 
efficiency of an investment or to compare the 
efficiency of a number of different investments. In 
purely economic terms, it is one way of considering 
profits in relation to capital invested.

In education: how much does it cost to recruit a 
student versus how much revenue does that 
student generate for the institution?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investment




Multi-Channel Analytics



Overview

Multi-Channel Analytics

➢ Multi-Channel Analytics is the practice of getting information from various touchpoints in the 
prospect’s journey to really understand which marketing activities contributed to converting the 
prospect into an enrolled student. Generally, the journey can be split into two broad stages:
▪ Assist - assisting channels help build awareness, promote consideration, and stimulate 

intent earlier in the customer journey or the conversion funnel.
▪ Last Interaction – these channels are the final point of contact prior to a conversion.

➢ All too often, too much emphasis is placed on the last interaction, and the assisting channels do 
not get enough credit. For example, Display Ads might seem non-productive for many because 
they aren’t often the last interaction in the prospect’s journey. However, they play an important 
role in building awareness early in the journey.



Multi-Channel Analytics











Some thoughts

• Data is less scary once you dive into the subject

• Remember, it’s a journey and you need to tackle it step by step

• Start collecting internal data you need for big decisions as soon as possible

• Choose your external data sources depending on your goals and questions

• There is a wide data landscape available for different types of decisions

• Yet, be critical when looking at data

• Know what you are measuring, so you know what conclusions you can draw from your 
data

• Look to your network for help and support





Thank you! 

consulting@studyportals.com


